
  

  

Low cost bus airport transfer  

 

LEEDS 

 

       6 EUR one-way  

      10 EUR return 

 

Buses between 06:00 and 23:45 

BRADFORD 

 

6 EUR one-way  

10 EUR return 

 

Buses between 05:10 and 23:50 

 

Buses in every 30-60 minutes! 

HARROGATE 

 

8 EUR one-way 

13 EUR return 

 

Buses between 06:29 and 21:29 

Leeds-Bradford Airport:  

 

Meeting points 

  

  

The meeting point at the Airport is outside the terminal.  

Leeds:  

Our main meeting point is Leeds Bus station.  

Bradford:  

Our main meeting point is Bradford Interchange.  

Harrogate:  

Our main meeting point is Harrogate bus station.  

  

 

  

  

Timetable  

Leeds:  

Airport->Leeds: Our buses run approx. every 30 minutes, hourly from 19:55. From Monday-Sunday the first bus leaves the 

airport at 05:55; the last one leaves at 23:45. 

Leeds->Airport: Our buses run approx. every 30 minutes, hourly from 19:05.  

From Monday-Sunday the first bus leaves the bus station at 06:05 (arriving at the airport approx. at 06:43); the last one 

leaves at 23:05. Furthermore there is a bus from Leeds Rail Station at 05:13 (arriving at the airport approx. at 05:43).  

  

Bradford:  

Airport->Bradford: Our buses run hourly between 06:10 and 23:10. Furthermore there is a bus leaving the airport at 23:50  

Bradford->Airport: Our buses run hourly between 05:10 (arriving to the airport approx. at 05:48) and 23:10.  

  

  

  

  

LEEDS - BRADFORD   AIRPORT   –     

LEEDS; BRADFORD; HARROGATE   

  

  

  

  

  

  

Useful information   

  The transfer drops off and picks up passengers at the given point(s) in the city only.   

  Journey time: approximately 35 - 40  minutes   

  Our transfers run according to a timetable. Within the given day, you can choose any transfer  start from  
the timetable.   

  



   

Harrogate:  

Airport->Harrogate:  

Monday-Friday: Our buses run approx. hourly between 06:19 and 21:29.  

Saturday-Sunday: Our buses run approx. hourly between 06:29 and 21:29.  

Harrogate->Airport:  

Monday-Friday: Our buses run approx. hourly between 06:00 (arriving at the airport approx. 06:30) and 22:10.  

Saturday-Sunday: Our buses run approx. hourly between 06:29 (arriving at the airport approx. 07:02) and 21:29.  

  

We reserve the right to change the timetables! Please to check the actual timetable 1 days prior to journey and if 
it is needed, please download and print out your updated E-ticket.  

  
  

Contacts  

Call Center: 0036 1 655 5301 

E-mail: ryanair@plusairportline.com (general information)   

  

For all questions about the transfer, please check FAQs on our website:  

http://ryanair.plusairportline.com/index.php?page=faq  

  

Our Travel Contract is available at the following link:  

http://ryanair.plusairportline.com/uploads/terms/terms_en.pdf  

  

 


